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Driving design in Asia
W ith its escalating

global reputation,

PolyU’s School of

Design (SD) is poised to play a

key role in driving the design

industry in the region. That is also

the vision of the Swire Chair

Professor of Design and Director

of the School Prof. Lorraine
Justice, who takes pride in the

School’s recent ranking as one

of the world’s top 60 design

schools in a BusinessWeek poll.
The magazine named SD as one of the

top 26 design schools in Europe and Asia

and one of the 10 best design institutes in

Asia. The report, released on 9 October,

was based on the recommendations of a 24-

person advisory board comprising prominent

business figures, faculty and recruiters and

200-plus interviews.

With the project “Plate Tectonics”, then final-year design student
Miss Monica Tsang Ka-ki (centre in cover photo) has won the international
Red Dot Award: Design Concept 2006 for her “high design quality”.
The Red Dot Award, founded in Germany, ranks among the largest design
competitions worldwide. The concept design section of the contest alone
drew 478 submissions by professional and budding designers from
40 countries.
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The School, a pioneer of design education in Hong Kong, has produced professionals working

around the world over past four decades. Among its famous graduates are world-renowned fashion

designer Ms Vivienne Tam, Oscar-winner and Supervising Animator for Shrek Mr Raman Hui,

founder of the jewelry brand Qeelin Mr Dennis Chan, and Partner of Kan & Lau Design Consultants

Mr Freeman Lau. SD staff and students have also won prestigious awards and accolades for their

creativity.

“We have laid the groundwork for becoming probably one of the top design schools in the

world,” said Prof. Justice, who has 20 years’ experience in teaching design in the US. “I see ours as

being an older, well-respected school in the region with a body of work that could actually start to

drive the design industry in the region.” Last year, Prof. Justice herself was named one of the most

influential 40 designers in the world by the international ID magazine based in New York.

Indeed, SD’s research strengths set the School apart from many of its counterparts in the region.

Its major research labs, including the Asian Lifestyle Lab, Asian Ergonomics Research Lab, Interaction

Design Lab and User Oriented Design Lab, are attracting growing interest from global companies

such as Philips Design, Yahoo!, Nike and Reebok.

Serving the Chinese mainland
“We have top design research faculty here in Hong Kong. We can design better products through

design research. We are also evaluating products to find out their problems,” said Prof. Justice.

She is now spearheading design research “as fresh as any programme in the US, with multidisciplinary

partnerships, sponsorship from global companies, and a focus on ethnographic research”, as reported by

BusinessWeek.

Commanding much respect in China and building on its advantage as a melting pot of Eastern and

Western cultures, the School has offered training for industries in mainland cities including Hangzhou,

Wuxi and Changsha. Recently PolyU entered into an agreement with its longtime partner Zhejiang

University to set up an international innovative product design centre in Hangzhou, where the School can

teach design, engage in joint projects and offer support for industries there.

In collaboration with Yunnan University, SD embarked on a joint “i do” project on cultural sustainability

last summer. Under the supervision of faculty from PolyU and partner design schools, four teams of

students from Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Korea and Hong Kong spent time in the villages of

Yunnan inhabited by ethnic minorities to learn about the traditional craftworks villagers made to earn a

living. The students came up with design concepts to help the villagers produce products that can be sold

in the West, using their traditional skills of embroidery, weaving and carving.

Furthering design education
   Another area on which the School can exert its influence is design education. At present, it runs a

Master of Design programme with two different streams: Advanced Practices and Advanced Strategies. In

response to emerging market needs, SD is launching two new streams, one in Higher Education Design,

targetting design professors from Asia, and one in Interaction Design, intended for companies and

professionals specializing in software design.

Prof. Lorraine Justice

Creative works by SD graduates of 2006.
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BusinessWeek : Top European & Asian Design Schools/Programmes

Design School/Programme City & Country
Bocconi University Milan, Italy
Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design London, UK
Delft University of Technology’s Design Institute Delft, The Netherlands
Design Academy Eindhoven Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Domus Academy Milan, Italy
FH Joanneum University of Applied Sciences Graz, Austria
HKU Utrecht’s School of the Arts Utrecht, The Netherlands
Hongik University’s School of Design Seoul, Korea
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University’s School of Design HKSAR, China
Hunan University’s School of Design Changsha, China
Indian Institute of Technology’s Industrial Design Centre Bombay, India
International Design Business Management Programme Helsinki, Finland
Köln International School of Design Cologne, Germany
Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology Daejon, Korea
Kyoto Institute of Technology Kyoto, Japan
National Institute of Design Ahmedabad, India
Northumbria University Design School Newcastle, UK
Polytechnic University of Milan’s Design School Milan, Italy
Royal College of Art London, UK
Tama Art University Tokyo, Japan
Tongji University’s School of Design Shanghai, China
Tsinghua University’s Academy of Arts and Design Beijing, China
UMEA Institute of Design Umea, Sweden
University of Art & Design Lausanne Lausanne, Switzerland
University of Oxford Said’s School of Business Oxford, UK
Zollverein’s School of Management & Design Essen, Germany

Source: BusinessWeek magazine, 9 October 2006, p.72
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SD has also joined hands with the Faculty of Business in running the popular MBA (Innovation and

Design Management) programme. In the pipeline is another programme with a transportation theme

focusing on designing automobiles, according to Prof. Justice.

With 1,300 students and more than 100 faculty members and researchers involved in collaboration

with other top schools in the world, SD offers studies in key areas highly relevant to the future of Hong

Kong and the world economy. These areas are, namely, advertising, visual communication, product

design, environment and interior design, and digital media. The list will soon be expanded to cover

interaction design and design education as well.

SD’s international faculty is another important factor contributing to the School’s global outlook. A

quarter of its teaching staff are from Europe; another quarter has come from North America, while the

rest are Asian.

Hong Kong is the place
“We have such a strong mix of East and West educators that we understand design education very

well from different corners of the world,” said Prof. Justice, expressing confidence in the School’s

capability for training new design educators. “We can help mainland and overseas postgraduates to be

able to go back to their schools and design courses and subjects, find areas of research and learn how to

run design studios.”
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Ms Nicole Shadowitz, a German student pursuing a doctoral degree by research in the

School of Design, values the cultural exposure she is getting in Hong Kong. She first came

to the territory when she was an exchange student taking design courses at PolyU. The

next year, after obtaining her degree in Halle, Germany, she decided to return here.

Nicole said: “The university I went to was very traditional. But here, you can talk to staff

at an informal, social level. They give you a lot of feedback and interesting input.” With her

research interests in cross-cultural collaborative design, she values in particular the chances

for interacting with people from a wide variety of cultural backgrounds in Hong Kong.

The strong research atmosphere at SD is also inspiring to Nicole. “I can learn about

various other research interests at research seminars. There is good support from everyone

here.”

Mr Kinson Ku, account director of a graphic design consultancy, is glad that he has

more new ideas to offer to his clients upon completing PolyU’s part-time Master of Design

programme last year.

“The course certainly stimulated my creativity. I also value very much the friends from

different backgrounds I’ve made during the course,” said Kinson. “In helping my clients

— mostly listed companies’ — design their annual reports, I got more fresh ideas now

when brainstorming with them.” The knowledge he gained had broadened his mindset,

increasing his awareness of cultural issues and global trends, he said.

    The final project which Kinson did on branding and investment market also

enhanced his understanding of his work. “I come to realize more fully how design helps

enhance a company’s brand equity, graphical communications and investor relationship in

today’s globalized market,” he explained.

To cater for the School’s expanding roles, a plan to build a design centre on campus as the new

home for SD is now underway. Expected to be completed in three years’ time, the new centre will

provide the much needed hardware to facilitate the School’s interdisciplinary teaching and R&D

activities as well as its collaboration with industry.

The coming years will certainly see increased ties between SD and industry. For instance, by

conducting design audits, Prof. Justice said SD could help companies identify ways to become

creative and incorporate them into their business culture.

With its expertise and rich experience, the School has much to offer to businesses striving to

survive in the competitive market, especially given the local context of transforming original

equipment manufacture (OEM) to original design manufacture (ODM) and eventually to own brand

management (OBM).

“We are about the actual strategy as well as the actual product concepts,” said Prof. Justice.

Specific sectors such as watch, clock and jewelry have already shown a strong demand for design

education for their employees, just as in the IT industry, she noted.

At the undergraduate level, the School is enhancing its education through the provision of work

experience. In line with the University’s emphasis on work-integrated education, Prof. Justice

pledged that all students of the School will be able to benefit from work placements before they

graduate.

While international exchange will be increased as another significant part of SD’s undergraduate

education, the presence of non-local students will also serve the purpose of fostering students’

international outlook. Being in an international city like Hong Kong and really global, the School,

Prof. Justice believes, can appeal to undergraduates and graduate students from around the world.

“Students don’t have to go to the US or Europe to get a top international design degree. They can

come here.”
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